### TWIGA S50
- **Maximum Arm Reach:** 5.0m / 16' 5"
- **Tractor HP Required:** 70hp
- **Tractor Weight Required:** 2500kg
- **Machine HP:** 65hp
- **Linkage Mounting:** 3-point linkage
- **Oil Tank Capacity:** 190ltr
- **Controls:** Pilot hydraulic proportional control system

### TWIGA S51
- **Maximum Arm Reach:** 5.3m / 16' 7"
- **Tractor HP Required:** 80hp
- **Tractor Weight Required:** 3200kg
- **Machine HP:** 65hp
- **Linkage Mounting:** 3-point linkage
- **Oil Tank Capacity:** 190ltr
- **Controls:** Pilot hydraulic proportional control system

### TWIGA S55
- **Maximum Arm Reach:** 5.1m / 17' 9"
- **Tractor HP Required:** 90hp
- **Tractor Weight Required:** 3500kg
- **Machine HP:** 65hp
- **Linkage Mounting:** 3-point linkage
- **Oil Tank Capacity:** 190ltr
- **Controls:** Pilot hydraulic proportional control system

### TWIGA S60
- **Maximum Arm Reach:** 5.9m / 19' 4"
- **Tractor HP Required:** 95hp
- **Tractor Weight Required:** 3750kg
- **Machine HP:** 65hp
- **Linkage Mounting:** 3-point linkage
- **Oil Tank Capacity:** 190ltr
- **Controls:** Pilot hydraulic proportional control system

### TWIGA T65
- **Maximum Arm Reach:** 6.4m / 21' 0"
- **Tractor HP Required:** 100hp
- **Tractor Weight Required:** 4000kg
- **Machine HP:** 65hp
- **Linkage Mounting:** 3-point linkage
- **Oil Tank Capacity:** 190ltr
- **Controls:** Pilot hydraulic proportional control system

### UNIT OPTIONS
- Right or Left Hand Build Option
- Head Float Kit
- Arm Float Kit
- Forward Reach Kit (S55/S60)
- Oil Cooler
- Narrow Lane Bracket
- Debris Blower Kit

### ATTACHMENTS
- MP1 Flailhead
- MP2 Flailhead
- PB Flailhead
- Belt Drive Flailhead
- Flailhead Skid Kit
- HL / HX Cutterbar
- LRS Guadsaws
- RC Rotary Hedge Cutters
- GT (Heavy Duty) Rotary Head
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